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targeted analyses
Opportunities in non-



NTA for the disease prevention

Discussion point : How to prioritize NTA assays for identifying risk factors or discovering new metabolic reactions?

Rappaport, Stephen M., et al. "The blood exposome and its role in discovering causes of disease." Environmental health perspectives 122.8 (2014): 769 - 774.



Low signal prevalence is important
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Raw variants carry more risk. 
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Discussion point : NTA studies should avoid thresholding signal prevalence so we don’t miss rare signals 
with high PAFs.



A basic data science environment

Discussion point : Raw LC/GC MS raw from NTA studies should be indexed in enterprise databases 
to support basic queries as well as advanced signal processing. 

Lai, Zijuan , et al. "Identifying metabolites by integrating metabolome databases with mass spectrometry cheminformatics." Nature methods 15.1 (2018): 53 - 56.



Annotation capacity building needs an integrated 
approach

Barupal, Dinesh K., et al. "A comprehensive plasma metabolomics dataset for a cohort of mouse knockouts within the internatio nal mouse phenotyping consortium." Metabolites 9.5 (2019): 101. 
Bonini , Paolo, et al. " Retip : retention time prediction for compound annotation in untargeted metabolomics." Analytical Chemistry (2020). 
Lu, Wenyun, et al. "Improved annotation of untargeted metabolomics data through buffer modifications that shift adduct mass and intensity." (2020).

Discussion point : How to rank experimental and in-silico evidences for a peak annotation?
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Barupal, Dinesh Kumar, and Oliver Fiehn . "Chemical Similarity Enrichment Analysis (ChemRICH) as alternative to biochemical pathway mapping for metabolomic datasets. " Scientific reports 7.1 (2017): 1  -  11. 
Barupal, Dinesh K., et al. "MetaMapp: mapping and visualizing metabolomic data by integrating information from biochemical pa thw ays and chemical and mass spectral similarity." BMC bioinformatics 13.1 
(2012): 99.

Poor coverage of NTA data in pathway DBs

Discussion points :  
1) A background database does not exist for NTA. 
2) Assuming a statistical independence of chemicals is false. 



1) Compute similarity among chemicals
2) Network visualization 

Barupal, Dinesh K., et al. "MetaMapp: mapping and visualizing metabolomic data by integrating information from biochemical pa thw ays and chemical and mass spectral similarity." BMC 
bioinformatics 13.1 (2012): 99.

Chemical similarity graph for NTA data

Discussion point : How to interpret large-scale network visualization for NTA data?



ChemRICH uses the MeSH ontology

Discussion points :  
1) Prioritization of MeSH chemical ontology terms of biomonitoring  
2) How to include unidentified metabolites into the set analysis ?

• Node color indicate the proportion of 
node had a positive (red) or negative 
(blue) association with a phenotype.  

• The Kolmogorov – Smirnov was used 
compute set level p-values (y-axis)

Barupal, Dinesh Kumar, and Oliver Fiehn . "Chemical Similarity Enrichment Analysis (ChemRICH) as alternative to biochemical pathway mapping for metabolomic datasets. " Scientific reports 7.1 (2017): 1 - 11.



Well-known issues with the NTA data processing

1) A large number of signals (50  -  95%) remains unknown
2) Slow signal processing for a large batch of samples  
3) Errors in peak grouping and deconvolution  
4) Correction of retention time drifts for large sample sizes  
5) Presence of missing values  
6) Low frequency signals are often ignored 
7) Presence of artifacts and background signals  
8) Issues with data normalization 
9) Challenging biological interpretation 
10) Ethical issues in data sharing for sensitive analytes such as 

illicit drugs

Discussion point : How and when to address these issues in the NTA data processing?



Literature Mapping
Chemical to 



Chemical to literature mapping

Discussion point : How far we can go in developing a chemical to publication mapping resource?



The Blood Exposome Database

~ 42,000 unique  
2D structures

Discussion points : 1) How publication count for a chemical can improve peak annotation in 
NTA? 2) How to cover compounds that are not reported in an abstract text ?
Barupal, D. K., & Fiehn , O. (2019). Generating the Blood Exposome Database using a comprehensive text mining and database fusion approach. Environmental health 
perspectives, 127(9), 097008.



Rise of the blood metabolome
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Discussion point : We should ensure that existing mass spectral libraries have EI/ESI 
spectra for these compounds.



for hazard assessments
Prioritizing chemicals  



Most exposures are chemicals

Mechanisms are in place to identify, monitor and regulate exposure to a specific chemical. 

Vermeulen, Roel, et al. "The exposome and health: Where chemistry meets biology." Science 367.6476 (2020): 392 - 396.



ESLC : Evidence suggesting lack of carcinogenicity

Evidence based hazard assessments

https://monographs.iarc.fr/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Evaluations.pdf

(120 agents)

IARC Monographs 

https://monographs.iarc.fr/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Evaluations.pdf


• Individual pesticides are represented as nodes on the chemical similarity maps. 
The node size is proportional to the number of publications overall on a 
pesticide and cancer: larger nodes represent more publications.  

• The node border width represents the number of publications on epidemiology, 
cancer and the pesticide: a thicker border represents more papers. The node 
color , ranging from yellow to red, also represents the number of publications on 
epidemiology, cancer and the pesticide: red represents the highest count of 
publications.  

• The node shape indicates whether results for a particular pesticide were 
available in the ToxRefDB database (circle = absent; square = present).

• The node border color represents the KEGG pesticide classification:  green = 
Organochlorine, navy blue = Phenoxy, light blue = Organophosphorus, white= 
Others. 

Text mining for prioritizing chemicals

Discussion points 

IARC, Monographs Priorities Group. "Advisory Group recommendations on priorities for the IARC Monographs." The Lancet. Oncology 20.6 (2019): 763.

: 1) Chemically similar agents can be evaluated together as they might have similar toxicological profile. 
2) We can develop a similar approach for the California Biomonitoring program chemical list ? 



• Non - targeted analysis has a great potential for detecting high - priority 
chemicals for exposome research in biospecimens.  

• However, a proper combination of analytical chemistry and data 
science needs to be planned ahead.  

• Indexing raw data into enterprise databases and avoiding a signal 
prevalence threshold are needed for exposomics.  

• Computational text mining can improve the prioritization process by 
linking chemicals to publications.  

• Interpretational bias remains a major challenges in mining NTA.

Conclusions
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